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Taking care of annotations
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What’s the problem?

Keeping things sane in an ever-changing world

Creating an annotation - by whatever means - is only the start of the story. An annotation that is valid 
at the time of creation may become invalid at some future point, and the reasons for this may include:

• the identifier of the annotated gene product may change
• the GO term may become secondary or obsolete
• the GO Consortium’s annotation guidelines may change

So what can we do about it?
Some curation tools have checks built in to ensure that annotations are correct when they are created. 
Protein2GO, for example, implements a range of checks to ensure that every annotation is correct before 
it is committed to the GOA database; these include checks to verify that:

• the gene product identifier is valid
• the GO term is not obsolete or secondary, and is allowed in manual annotations
• the combination of GO term and gene product does not violate any taxonomic constraints
• the combination of GO term and evidence code is valid
• the combination of GO term and qualifier is valid
• the combination of GO term, evidence, and with/from is valid
• any supplied annotation extension is syntactically correct and semantically plausible
• the combination of GO term and gene product is not precluded by a blacklist entry

Is that all?
In addition to the checks that we perform when annotations are created, there is a battery of other checks that occur at regular intervals to 
ensure that the quality of the annotation set (which currently comprises c. 385M annotations) does not degrade over time. These large scale 
checks include all of those that are carried out on a per-annotation basis when the annotations are created, plus several that are only possible 
when considering the annotation set as a whole, and we distribute reports that list annotations that are in some way problematic to all groups 
that use Protein2GO as their GO annotation tool. The types of check that can only be carried out in the context of the complete annotation set 
include those that identify:

• possible orphaned ISS-evidenced annotations (i.e., those where the parent annotation can not be located)
• annotations to binding terms that lack corresponding reciprocal annotations
• IC-evidenced annotations that refer to a GO term for which no experimentally-evidenced annotations exist
• ND-evidenced annotations for which experimental annotations exist in the same GO aspect


